Castilion Primary School
Coaching Handbook: a guide to excellent practice

‘Growing excellent teachers’
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Coaching at Castilion Primary School
Castilion uses coaching to support the development of teachers skills and to build capacity. It is firmly linked to
appraisal process, building capacity and CPD. The middle leadership team are responsible for its implementation
and effectiveness. The school uses the GROW model of coaching. Middle leaders are responsible for leading
coaching across the school and within their phase team.
Coaching structure
Coach
Steve Pepperrell (Headteacher)
Stephanie Clark (Deputy Headteacher)
2x Teaching Assistants
Senior Learning Coach (Julie McInerney)
Middle Leadership Coaching Team

Learning Coaches

Area of responsibility
Leadership team Coach (Strategic Leadership)
Lead coach for Teaching Assistants
Teaching Assistant Coaches
Leads Middle Leadership Coaching Team
EYFS Coach
KS1 Coach
Lower KS2 Coach
Upper KS2 Coach
Barriers to Achievement Coach
Coaching teachers to reach Teaching and Learning
development targets

Note: coaches may also be NQT mentors
Definition of coaching

In some contexts coaching and mentoring are used almost as interchangeable terms. Without doubt they are both
valuable processes. It is true that the boundary between them is somewhat permeable and that often the same
individuals in schools carry out or participate in both processes. It is however valuable to define the term ‘coaching’
for the purposes of this guide and the research it is based on. A national framework for coaching and mentoring was
developed by:
CUREE (2005) resulting from the Mentoring and Coaching CPD Capacity Building Project. The CUREE framework
distinguishes between three related processes as follows:
• Mentoring is a structured, sustained process for supporting professional learners through significant career
transitions.
• Specialist coaching is a structured, sustained process for enabling the development of a specific aspect of a
professional learner’s practice.
• Collaborative (Co-) coaching is a structured, sustained process between two or more professional learners to
enable them to embed new knowledge and skills from specialist sources in day-to-day practice.

The purpose of coaching

Teachers’ learning and development underpins school improvement and provides a vehicle for raising achievement
and attainment. When teachers’ learning is based on their genuine assessment and understanding of pupils’ learning
they can start to make adaptations to their practice which can lead to real differences in outcomes. It is possible to
identify core principles which apply to the most successful CPD provision. In the Educational Practices series, Helen
Timperley’s 2009 summary Teacher professional learning and development (based on a systematic best-evidence
synthesis of published research) identifies these core principles.
Amongst these is the need to create conditions which allow:
• teachers to experience and develop understanding of an integration of knowledge and skills
• teachers to gain multiple opportunities to learn and apply information
• teachers’ beliefs to be challenged by evidence which is not consistent with their assumptions
• teachers to have opportunities to process new learning with others.

Coaching can provide a means by which these and other key principles can be achieved and thus teacher learning
can be enhanced. At Castilion coaching is embedded in a systematic approach to appraisal, CPD, capacity building in
teaching and learning and school-wide succession planning.




Coaching as strategic CPD
Coaching is a form of collaborative CPD and can thus be a strong dimension of teachers’ professional learning in
school. As such it needs to be managed as part of a strategic approach to CPD. It is therefore a genuine
alternative to what constitutes most teachers’ CPD, which has been found to be rarely collaborative or informed
by research, but instead tends to involve passive forms of learning, and is poorly and embedded in work contexts
(Pedder et al, 2008).
Teachers’ learning and students’ learning
The link between teachers’ learning and students’ learning acts as the main lever for the development of
coaching in schools. Whatever the nature of the school there is a constant to improve, both in terms of student
attainment and wider outcomes. The majority of the school day, both for students and teachers, is spent in
lessons. What goes on in lessons is exceptionally complicated, influenced not just by the quality of planning, but
also the relationships, learning environment and motivations of all participants. Teachers are frequently set
appraisal targets that are embedded in this complexity, and while targets help to focus attention they rarely act
as the means for improving practice. The appraisal cycle can thus act as another case for the implementation of
coaching. When it works well, coaching starts to tackle the complexity of teaching and learning, providing
opportunities for the interrogation of teachers’ practice and its consequences. As it is an individualised
professional development activity, coaching can be finely tuned to the concerns of specific teachers working to
support their own students.

Another relationship to define in coaching development is between coaching and appraisal structures and
procedures. Good practice allows coaching to be an appraisal tool, not a slave to appraisal.
Coaching and appraisal

Coaching partnerships and coaching cycles

Coaching is most productive when it is offered as a cycle rather than a one off event. Participants find that repeat
cycles can be used to home in on identified areas for development and discussion. Most coaching cycles are focused
around a specific event, often a lesson, although this event may be an alternative aspect of professional practice.

This guide focuses on coaching for improving teaching and learning and thus emphasis is given to lessons as
professional practice.
Coaching cycle

Many areas of teaching and learning practice make fruitful themes for coaching cycles. The development of
pedagogy-specific coaching prompts may support coaching participants to focus their conversations and identify
relevant practice evidence. An example is given here, on the broad theme of assessment for learning. This focuses on
possible areas for discussion and types of practice evidence that might usefully be collected.
Example of Coaching Guide: Assessment for Learning (A4L)
Possible themes for discussion during coaching for A4L:
During the coaching cycle you may find the following themes for discussion useful. It is likely that one or more of
these will be dovetailed with the coachee’s focus for development. The list is not exhaustive.
• What are we looking for in terms of positive student response?
• What are the planning implications of A4L?
• How can we make practical strategies for A4L work to their full potential?
• What does progression look like in relation to A4L for both the teacher and the pupils?
• What specifically needs to be really understood about the subject in this context and how does A4L help?

What kind of evidence might be useful?
It is important to balance out a focus on teaching with the necessary focus on learning and as such the coach and
coachee will particularly want to consider the lessons from the pupils’ perspective. It is not always easy to do this,
and we all too often play the long game and wait for evidence of student outcomes from formal assessment
opportunities. This may not always be helpful in coaching.
Alternative sources of evidence may include talking to pupils and looking in detail at their work to investigate the
following questions:
• What has been understood by pupils and how does it relate to the learning objectives?
• What were the students’ experiences during the A4L process and were these uniform or varied?
• What classroom dialogue (in groups or between teacher and pupils) supported the A4L process? How can this
dialogue be characterised?
• How are students making sense of the information they are given and the language used in relation to A4L?
With time it may be useful to use the coaching process to add further information to the guide. For example this
might include:
• Assessment for learning principles
• Common misconceptions related to A4L
• Good practical strategies
• Common problems/barriers in developing practice
• Useful resources and how to access them
Typical coaching patterns
Research indicates that much coaching is routine and follows set patterns. Initiation is predominantly by the coach,
and this typically involves the coach asking the coached teacher questions about how they think either the whole
lesson or particular parts of it ‘went’, leading the coachee to explain, justify, clarify and evaluate episodes in the
lessons. Often the coach then evaluates the coachee’s self-evaluation. The selected episodes are frequently those
parts that were the focus of discussion in the pre-lesson session, although it is rare for lesson planning and teaching
to be explicitly linked through the conversation. Thus a number of lesson episodes are evaluated. There are relatively
few extreme positive or negative comments. Most of the extremely negative comments come from the coached
teacher where they are particularly unhappy with an aspect of the lesson. This is often balanced with positive
comments from the coach. While this pattern represents a valid approach to evaluating practice, it can become
repetitive and only infrequently leads to challenge or new ideas for developing practice.

The GROW model of coaching

The GROW Model is deservedly one of the best known and widely used coaching models. It provides a simple yet
powerful framework for navigating a route through a coaching session, as well as providing a means of finding your
way when lost.
It is described in a number of coaching books; including John Whitmore's excellent book Coaching For Performance:
Growing People, Performance and Purpose. GROW is an acronym for Goal, current Reality, Options and Will - which
are seen as the four key elements of a coaching session.
The GROW Model is described here as it applies to an individual session but part of its strength is that it can equally
well be applied to a part of a session, or to series of sessions. In each case, the principle is the same.
Firstly, a session must have a Goal or outcome to be achieved. The goal should be as specific as possible and it must
be possible to measure whether it has been achieved. So, having identified the goal, questions like "How will you
know that you have achieved that goal?" are useful here.
As well as knowing where you are trying to get to, you need to know where you are starting from - the Current
Reality. It is surprising how often this is the key part of a coaching session and that by just seeing clearly the situation
(rather than what was thought or imagined to be the situation), the resolution becomes obvious and
straightforward.
Once you know where you are and where you want to go, the next step is to explore what Options you have for
getting there. A useful metaphor for GROW is a map: once you know where you are going (the goal) and where you
are (current reality), you can explore possible ways of making the journey (options) and choose the best.
But this in itself is not enough - you must also have the motivation or Will to make the journey. The "W" is often
taken to stand for a number of other elements of a session, all of which are important. Myles Downey in his book
"Effective Coaching" suggests it stands for "Wrap-up"; others have it standing for What, Where, Why, When and
How. But whatever is emphasised, the desired outcome from this stage is a commitment to action.
The GROW process has been presented sequentially here. In practice, it is a much less linear process which may start
anywhere and revisit each of the stages several times. Often when I have lost my way in a session or got stuck, I turn
to The GROW Model to check out where I need to put my attention. More on the GROW model.

The coach’s ultimate aim is assist the client identify goals, options and actions for themselves, including:







What the client is going to do
When the client will do it
Whether it will help them meet their goals
What difficulties might be faced and how they may be dealt with
Who the client will tell and what support they may try to get to help in their actions
Overall the GROW Model provides a helpful practical framework to assist clients set goals and move towards
them.
G - Goal - what is the goal of the session?
R - What’s the reality
O - What options are worth considering?
W - Wrap up the session.

Teaching for Learning Development Plan

This plan is used to structure the coaching process.

